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As we start the Christmas holiday it is time to
reflect on the term gone by.
To all our new learners and staff who joined us in
September and throughout the Autumn Term, I
hope you have had a fantastic start to your
journey with us.
The learning opportunities continue to be
dynamic and varied so each and every day we
are all learning something new.
For those of you who were able to purchase wares at our alternative
Christmas Fair, I want to say a huge THANKYOU as your continued support
is crucial to us.
I would like to thank our fantastic students for all their super hard work
and effort they have put into their learning. Thank you to our dedicated
and committed staff for engaging and enabling our students to be the
best they can be and to our parents for their continued support
Andrea Lord will be leaving Firwood this term, she will be missed and I am
sure you will all join me in wishing Andrea the very best of luck for the
future.
We are all looking forward to the New Year and are eager to welcome
parents and students in our new extension in 2022. The students have
enjoyed watching the build progress and we are now anticipating all the
new learning opportunities which await.
All that remains to be said is to have a wonderful Christmas and all the
very best for 2022 from all of us here at Firwood High School.
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In 3R his half term we have been learning all
about dinosaurs. We have made a 3D Prehistoric landscape (making coloured rice and
pasta for the walls, rocks and water. We have
also enjoyed creating an exploding volcano
(science link). We have made fossilised bones
out of salt dough and mark marked with
dinosaur toys. We have enjoyed making ‘lava’
slime and ‘fire’ using cornflour, shaving foam and hair conditioner. We
have baked dinosaur rock buns in food technology. We are currently
enjoying Christmas activities – making decorations, snowflakes and
Christmas cards.

3F have enjoyed learning all
about our Autumn term topics
‘Lotions, Potions and Explosions’
and ‘Digging for Dinosaurs’. The
students have been counting
wands and dinosaurs, created
amazing artwork and fossils, and
participated in volcano and
bubble experiments. The students
have also developed their
Speaking and Listening skills
through Lego therapy, where
students are allocated a role in a small group, communicating and
working as a team to create a Lego model.’
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In KS4 this term the taster pathways have begun these are recognised
AQA accreditations. The units of learning covered are;
The Arts: Creating a mixed media picture: Seasonal and Multisensory
drama
Catering: Basic cooking with support and Sensory cooking
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Sports & Leisure: Lego therapy and Introduction to Movement with
support

KS4 Sport and Leisure pathway:

KS4 Arts Pathway

We have been
accessing Lego
therapy sessions in
the pathway
option. We have
been developing
different skills needed to be able
to work together as a team, to
build varying models. For
example: turn taking; using
pictorial instructions and showing
understanding of the roles and
responsibilities within the building
team.

In the Arts pathway we have been
exploring the theme Autumn. We
have collected natural materials
from the environment to make a
Autumn Collage.
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In KS4 our topic this term was Sport and Healthy bodies, we have been
reading the text Horrid Henry’s sports day. We have explored key
vocabulary from the story, taken part in role play and describing the
characters from the story.

This Term we have welcomed parents back into the school building for
our Parents and Carers Group. Thank you so much to those who came for
the coffee and catch up and the informative Speech and Language
session. It was lovely to catch up with you all and see so many new faces.

Everyone has been getting into the festive spirit and it started with a
bang at our Christmas Fair! The students worked so hard and made
some amazing creations. Thank you so much for all your support, we
raised a total of £453.61

We have also raised money for the
fantastic charity Save the Children by
coming to school in our Christmas jumpers. We raised a total of £243.39
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We have celebrated Christmas in style at
Firwood with some fabulous events.
Wednesday 15th December saw our
Winter Wonderland, complete with a
living Snowman blowing snow, a Brass trio
and excellent hot chocolates made by
the sixth form transition group. A magical
time was had by all. Thursday 16th
December
the
choir
performed
Christmas carols and songs to each year
group.
A
special
mention to Saskia
who brought tears to
our eyes with her solo
in Silent Night.

7I have been learning all about Bolton this half
term with the topic ‘Bolton, Born and Bred’. We
looked at all different shops and places to visit
around Bolton. The students really enjoyed having
the opportunity to go to the local shop during a
Maths lesson focusing on money. Prior to the
lesson, we did some role play in class to practice
the processes of going to the shop – writing a shopping list, getting the
items, paying for the item, waiting for change and getting a receipt. We
walked to the shop as a class and the students each used their shopping
list to find their item and pay, before going back
to class to enjoy eating the item they had
chosen during snack. 7I have learnt a lot about
Bolton and the areas they live in.
One of the largest towns in Europe, Bolton's a
place as famous for the warmth and character
of local people as it is for its proud industrial
heritage. The warm welcome visitors receive
from local people – aka Boltonians – is a major
factor in the town's success as a place to do
business, live, study and visit.



The first settlement in Bolton was thought to be Turton Heights just
above Egerton



Bolton boasts one of the oldest pubs in the country 'Ye Olde Man
and Scythe.”
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5R
have
been
collecting for Bolton
cats and dogs animal
shelter.

7W have had a fantastic first term in school and
have settled in really well to Firwood. We have
engaged in lots of different learning activities so
far. One of our favourite lessons as a class has
been our music lessons with Kenton. We have
learnt how to play a variety of
different instruments, how to play loudly and
quietly and how to lead and follow. We also love a sing song on the
microphone during our lessons.

Our KS3 students representing Firwood at the annual Bolton Schools Ten
Pin Bowling completion at Holywood bowl. Their behaviour and skill level
was outstanding.
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At Firwood we have been enjoying lots of activities through December
to get us into the Christmas Spirit. We have had a class Christmas Door
competition! Here’s just a few pictures of the doors around school!”
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Winning Door 3O/3W

School Council
We have recently elected a new school council to
enable students to continue to have a voice within
their school. There are students from each key
stage who will work on behalf of all their peers.
Students were given the opportunity to nominate
themselves if they felt that they would like to be a
school councillor. We then held an election day
where all students voted for their preferred
candidate within their key stage and posted their
voting slip into a ballot box.
The new councillors all received a certificate to help celebrate their
success.
Well done to the new councillors. I’m really looking forward to working
with you all in the New Year.
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Please note!
If you have a new mobile/ landline number may we ask that
you update school by contacting the office on our return 06
January 2022- 01204333044
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